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Capital campaign looks to alumni for support
By Jameka Merriweather

Editor in Chief
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Prairie View A & M University is
nearing the end of a five-year capital campaign
established in 2002 with the goal of raising
$30 million to enhance the overall quality of
the university.
The campaign titled, Extend the
View: Shape Tomorrow Today, has raised
approximately $22.7 million according to Dr.
Willie Trotty, vice president for research and
development.
"The possibilities are good that we
will reach the goal. We are pleased with the
support that we're receiving from alumni,"
Trotty said.
Originally the campaign was scheduled to begin in 2002, but due to unforeseen
circumstances, the committee did not actually
begin to raise money until January 2003.
"The campaign was stagnant for
about a year because the new interim president, Willie A. Tempton, died before he began
his presidency and the campus was without
leadership for around a year and half. Also, it
was right at the end of the stock market crash
that could not be predicted," said Nelson Bowman III, assistant director for the Office of Development.
The initial phase of the campaign was
pledges from faculty and staff and then moved
to the pacesetter gift phase, wbich was pledges
of $500,000 or more. The third phase was the
major gifts phase which was for pledges up to
$499,000.
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Currently, the campaign is in its
fourth phase, which is the alumni phase.
"We are asking 40,000 alumni to
commit to a $1,000 pledge over five years,
that is $200 per year and a total of $8 million
which will exceed our goal,• Bowman said.
The biggest contribution came from
a 1936 alumnus named Whitlowe Green who
donated $2.1 million by living on meager
means and upon his death, donated his savings to the university.
The money raised will support student merit scholarships, endowed chairs,

By Evan White, The Panther

By Evan White, The Panther

Dr. Willie Trotty

Nelson Bowman

building renovations and historical preservation, support for student and faculty research
laboratories, athletic scholarships, student
support services, and support for general university operations.
"We want to increase the number of
merit scholarships awarded. We have been
able to fund four endowed chairs as a result
of the campaign. We have not filled any positions yet, but we have the money for it," Trotty
said.
Merit scholarships will help students
who are struggling to pay for their education.
Faculty endowments will help bring
some of the most talented and respected professors to the campus.
"We have received money to restore
the vet clinic which is one of six historic buildings here on campus, including buildings like
' illiard,..Anderson and Evans Halls," Trotty
said.
These buildings were built between
1928 and 1946 and are listed on the National
Register of Historic Places.
Monies are collected based on specific needs of the university. New research laboratories will enhance the quality of education.

"The College of Nursing made a proposal to Houston Endowment for state of the
art technology like virtual teaching labs and
human simulators and the Houston Endowment donated $2.5 million to our campaign,"
Bowman said.
According to the original plan, the
campaign will end in December 2007.
"There are two ways we can extend
the campaign, if we don't reach our goal or if
we believe we can get more, but that decision
is left up to the President and the capital campaign cabinet," Trotty said.
The campaign is headed by co-chairs
Don Clark, class of 1967, and Opal Johnson
Smith, class of 1954.
Although the outlook is good, Bowman said that normal funding channels are
drying up and the university must look to
alumni for support.
"You have to remind your graduates
because once they leave, they might not be as
readily thinking of PV as they did when they
were here on campus. Students can help by
beginning to think about what Prairie View
means to them and how they can give back in
the future. n
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Sigmas sleep out for cancer
By Danita Collins

Panther Staff
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Despite the brisk night air, the Delta
Theta Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma hosted its
eigth annual "Sleep Out For Cancer" Friday,
Nov. 2 .
Sleep out for cancer is a collaborative
program that Phi Beta Sigma hosts in association with the American Cancer Society.
"This event brings in thousands of
dollars each year and we present the check to
the American Cancer Society ourselves," said
chapter president Antaius Byrd.
"Last year we had a lot of participation and support from other organizations,
especially Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. and
Gamma Sigma Sigma National Service Sorority, Inc.," he added.
So far the organization has collected
over $250 and will continue collecting donations once a week in the Memorial Student
Center until the end of the semester.
This generous effort was first thought
of by former chapter president, Lamar Longhorn, in 1999.
Gary Hill, second vice regional director and regional board member, encouraged
other chapters at the regional board meeting
to participate in the Gulf Coast region and to
make an effort to host their own event at their
respective schools.
~e•re trying to step it up a notch this
school year," said Byrd. "It'll give us a chance
to show everyone what we're about."
Cris Garner, a chapter member, said,
"'This was nothing but a big slumber party. We
had music and each other and we had lots of
fun. I wasn't worried about anything because I
was sleeping on my air mattress."
The display was that of a big campout. Many of the people who participated had
blankets and sleeping bags.
Others decided that they would staY
up through the night. Chapter advisor Charles
Crockett said jokingly, "I have my premiulll
coffee and I'm going to stay up all night. I
don't want any of these PV squirrels to carrY
any of them away."
When asked how they felt about
sleeping outside with the threat of bugs and

COUrtesy dots Gamer

Sleep tight, don't let the bed bugs bite: Members of Phi .Beta Sigma
sleep in front of the MSC to support the American cancer Society.
climate, junior history major and chapter
member Darian Comeilius said, "You feel
comfortable out here and it helps that you
have that extra bond with your brothers."
Crockett explained, "Students here
at the university realize that this a legitimate
cause. Everybody realized that somebody is
suffering from cancer. Everybody who has
someone in their family that is distressed because someone they know has cancer. Cancer
is a serious issue among students."
Crockett is not alone in his sentiments. Other students came out to support the
organization and the cause.
Senior management information
systems major and Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
member Keisha Walker stated that she participated "because it is a good cause, this is my

second time out here and also I came to support my brothers."
No one seemed bothered by the climate or the insects, and even though there was
no agenda set for the evening there weren't
any concerns.
Darryl Flags, a senior architecture
major, admitted, "It's chillf and th~ will be a
fun experience for me. Were sleepmg out for
a good cause. It's always better when you're
actually doing it for someone else. And no the
bugs don't bother me," he added with a chuckle. The fraternity plans on making this year a
very eventful and productive one.
"This is one of many events that
we're going to host and hope each successive
one is more successful than the previous," said
Byrd.
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Students plan Waller County Protest

Hispanic heritage month
ends with Day of the Dead
By Arlita Pouncy
Panther Staff

By Evan White, The Panther

Bond business: Judge Dwayne Charleston speaks about
issues affecting the Waller County School District to students.
By Jerrell Allen
and Mike James
Panther Staff
In an impromptu meeting
of Prairie View students and Waller
County community leaders, Tuesday night, Judge Dwayne Charleston called on students to organize to
protest the inequalities in the recent
Waller County bond election..
Continuing the message
from the other rallies related to the
bond, Charleston urged students to
organize themselves to make their
voices known to Waller County officials.
To protest Jones Elementary School being denied its fair
share from a recent $49.3 million
bond election, somk students said
they plan to show their outrage in'a
protest next Wednesday in Waller.
The students are scheduled
to meet again next Tuesday, Nov. 13,
in the Memorial Student Center at
8 p.m. to work out the details of the
rally.
Charleston, a native of
Prairie View, informed students at
the meeting that the $49 million allocated in the bond has been frozen
and the bond will not go into effect
for another year, delaying a tax increase which will come with the implementation of the bond.
Mayor Frank Jackson was
present at the meeting to show his
support, and encourage students to
continue being involved in politics.
"It's always students who
have made the change," said Jackson, "We're in a struggle and we're

still fighting to be treated equally in
society."
According to Charleston,
the desired result of the protest
would be to bring together representatives from Waller and Prairie View
to negotiate a compromise for the
bond election issue.
Students have organized on
the Web as well.
Crystal Divome, one of the
Prairie View students who has been
involved with the protest, has created a Web site, savejones.com, to
bring more attention to the issue.
"I am appalled about how
Judge Charleston has been treated
and that is what motivated me to create the Web site," said Divorne.
"I believe Waller ISD held
covert, secretive meetings to manipulate the allocation of the Waller
bond funds during the time that
Prairie View A&M University was
closed, effectively disenfranchising
the voting rights of the students and
community of Prairie View."
The Waller ISD school
board recently filed a complaint with
the Texas Commission of Judicial
Misconduct against Charleston for
abusing his power in connection
with this incident.
Charleston claims he has
received several death threats as a
result of this controversy, but is determined to persevere in the face of
the potential danger.
U.S. Congresswoman Sheila
Jackson Lee has also shown her support for Charleston and the community leaders and has pressured the
Justice Department to investigate
WallerISD.

A joyful air encompassed
students as they walked from the
Memorial Student center with candles in hand to the Johnson-Phillips
All Faiths Chapel {or a ceremony
celebrating El Dia de Jos Muertos,
Thursday, Nov. 1.
Hosted by the Epsilon
Gamma chapter of Sigma Lambda
Beta, the event came at the close of
Hispanic Heritage Month.
Founded on April 4, 1986
at the University of Iowa, Sigma
Lambda Beta is the largest historically Latino Greek letter intercollegiate fraternity.
The organization was recognized at Prairie View A&M University in 1986 but was discontinued.
The fraternity was revived
in 1991 and has been a part of the

By Arllta

About two of every 83 boys to ever college.
join the Boy Scouts earn the Eagle
There's plenty of money
Scout badge. That's why it's such an out there, you just have to get it. I
honor."
Becoming
an
Eagle Scout
is very important and
beneficial. As
the sixth and
final rank, it
opens doors
for young men
entering manhood.
wanted to be the one to show them
Madkins said, "Scouting they can't just wait for it to come to
teaches the characteristics of chang- them; you have to go get it," said
ing from a boy to a man. Having the Madkins.
Eagle Scout badge can help in educaAt Prairie View, Madkins
tional fields, getting into college and
majoring in computer engineergetting a job."
mg.
It took about one year for
He hopes to graduate with
Madkins to qualify and submit pa- a bachelor's degree and eventuall_y
perwork to the council for approval.
own a computer technology busiThroughout that year, ness.
Madkins volunteered in the commuMadkins also sings in the
nity, helping with Hurricane Katrina University College choir and the
relief efforts and the Fort Worth Sis- Baptist Student .Movement.
ter Cities International.
"I haven't quite figured out
To complete the require- how to give back to the community.
ments to earn his Eagle Scout badge, . I am, of course, going to give back to
he gave a presentation titled "How my local community and I'll evento Work the System to Receive Free tually contribute to pV ,. he said.
Scholarships and Grants," to an audi"From Boy 'scouts, I've
ence. Madkins said he hoped to help learned that if you ever find someprepare people to acquire financing one in need, take the time to help
for higher education.
those people, because you nev~r
"Young people don't know know when you maY need their
how or where to receive money for help," Madkins aid.

"Scouting teaches the
characteristics of changing
from a boy to a man."

By Whitney Harris
Panther Staff

The Boy Scouts of America
recognized Fort Worth native Wyndell Madkins, Jr. on Aug. 11 as a
recipient of the Eagle Scout honor.
Earning the highest ranking allowed
for young men involved in the Boy
Scouts has set Madkins apart from
most people his age.
"It's very rare for young
men to receive the Eagle Scout
badge," said Madkins. "You must
receive it before your 18th birthday.

wear masks, face paint and someuniversity's culture ever since.
El Dia de los Muertos, The times dance.
In other regions flowers
Day of the Dead, is a holiday that the
are
placed
on the graves of the dead
organization celebrates annually.
This holiday falls on Nov. and altars are decorated.
Gumaro Guajardo, presi1 (All Saints Day) and Nov. 2 (All
dent
of
Sigma
Lambda Beta, deSouls Day), and i mainlv celebrated
scribed
how
food
is often brought to
in Mexico and within M~xican comthe
burial
ground
of the dead.
munities in the United States.
This
is
symbolic of the
Eric Jimenez, a member
of Sigma Lambda Beta, opened the souls returning.
Guadajardo talked about
ceremony up with a brief history of
the
significance
of the event to the
the holiday.
"Dia de los Muertos is a organizaiton.
"Dia de los Muertos is an
Latin American holiday that celannual
event
that Sigma Lambda
ebrates the life of individuals who
Beta
embraces,"said
Guadajardo.
have passed away,tt said Jiminez.
Victor Taylor II, president
Though this holiday may be
seen as dark and gruesome to other of the Catholic Newman Associacultures, participants in the Day of tion, gave more information about
the holiday and explained the manthe Dead approach it cheerfully.
ner
that Catholics use to approach
This celebration has an opthe
holiday.
timistic mood that demonstrates the
The ceremony ended with
importance of rejoicing and honorstudents stating the name of a deing the lives of the deceased.
Traditions differ by re- ceased loved one. Then participants
gions. In some places participants joined together for refreshments.

Pouncy, The Panher

Celebrating the past in the present: Students don ceremonial face paint as they educate
students about El Dia de las Muertos in the chapel.

PV student earns Eagle Scout badge

Building character:
Wyndell Madkins, Jr.
earns the coveted Eagle
Scout badge.
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PV alumna writes book on relationships
By Shayna Walker
Panther Staff

love lives.
"The book is interesting
and well done," Armstrong said.
"College students dealing with relaPrairie View A&M Unitionships, of all kinds,
versity alumna
can enjoy and get
Toni "Toniwo"
something from the
Womack
rebook."
cently visited
"I would often
her alma matalk with my girlter to promote
friends and hear what
her new book
was going on i"{lside
That's
liVhat
their
relationships
you get for
with the men in their
Running With
lives," Womack said
Scissors.
describing the root of
Atwothe idea for the book.
day book signWomack is a spoing was held
ken word performer
in the Amistad
who has just began
Bookstore in
to explore her writing
conjunction
skills.
with the Hornecoming events.
When Womack
The
found herself unable
to contain her feelsigning
also
ings in just a couple
featured Erica
of poetic verses, she
Perry, author
of A Lesson
turned her spoken
Toni Womack
a Blessing, and
,~ords into shor:t stoShanedria Ridne~ and eventually to
her now. top-selhng novel to share
ley who wrote Adventures of a
her stones.
Capital B.
After transferring from
"They are very powerpredominantly white school to Pr -~
ful and dynamic women, 1 love
rie View A&M University, Woma~k
how they are able to relate to
developed a love for Prairie View
women of all ages," said Denise
"Where else can you ·
Armstrong, manager of Amistad
walking down the street and som!~
Bookstore.
one just hands you a turkey 1 ,,
"That's What you get for
"d ''I 1
eg,
Running With Scissors" explores
Womack sru .
ove Prairie View
so much. Here everyone treats
the choices and consequences
like family."
you
that women often endure in their

or
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Christian YouTube imitation turns Winfrey promises shake-up at S+ African school
seminary into Internet businessman where e1ttployee was accused of indecent assault
By Matt Curry
Associated Press Writer
.
PLANO, Texas- Chris Wyatt Is on a mission.
Walking hastily through his
cavernous fourth-floor headquarters in suburban Dallas, the founder
of the Christian version ofYouTube
is searching for an available conference room.
"l thought I was going to be
a seminary student and then work
maybe a couple hours a week," he
said. "Now I'm taking online courses
because I can't get over to the seminary, I'm so busy."
GodTube.com, a videosharing site with Christian content,
drew more than 4 million unique
visitors during October.
It maintains more than
150,000 registered users with active
profiles.
Wyatt, GodTube's CEO, is
reaching more people than he could
hope for in a lifetime of pulpit appearances. He points out that GodTube.com users on Sunday mornings outnumber megachurch pastor
Joel Osteen's congregation in Houston.
GodTube videos includes
music, comedy, and heated theological debates. Two of the most viewed
include a corny rap remix called
"Baby Got Book" and a 4-year-old
girl reciting Psalm 23 from memory.
"Basically, whenever I real-

ized she could recite it, I pulled out
my digital camcorder and I put it on
my blog," said the girl's father, Brian
Mosley of Allen, Texas.
A co-worker put it on GodTube, where it has been viewed
more than 4 mil1ion times. The nonprofit ministry where Mosley works,
Bluefish TV, offers downloads of the
video and other religious materials
for sale to church leaders.
"It's neat to see our ministry get more exposure because of
one clip on GodTube," Mosley said.
"I think for people who are looking
for Web sites with Christian-specific
content, it's meeting that need in a
great way."
With more than 25,000
videos on the site and 300 to 500
arriving each day, some question
how Wyatt can continue monitoring
them all. He maintains that the job
is not as difficult as it might seem.
Wyatt moved to Dallas last
year to attend the nondenominational Dallas Theological Seminary.
He created GodTube as a
resource for churches and put a test
site up early this year.
The official launch was in
August, when it was rated the fastest
growing site.
He said he still intends to
become an ordained minister, but
his seminary studies have moved to
the back burner.
"It was a major surprise
and with a great amount of joy that
I have the skill set to do this," he
said.

By Celean Jacobson
Associated press nter
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JO~BURG, South
Africa- Oprah wmfrey said she wept
for half an hour When she heard a
dormitory matr0n Was accused of
abusing students at her school for
disadvantaged 5.?uth African girls,
and promised to cl~an house" starting with the bead IlUstress.
Wintrer SJ>oke to reporters in South Africa by satellite from
the United States hours after the accused dormitory matron appeared
in court near Johannesburg and was
granted bail. . . .
Tiny V1rgin1a Makopo, 27,

00 you want tlnanclal fr••do.,_;-

DO you want to . .rn re•ldual Income?
l>o JOU want to be debt free in less than 5 years
If your answer to any one of these questions is YES!! !
You Need a Plan *B*
A seminar that presents a great opportunity for the entire campus!!!

Place: New Science Building rm. A 103
Date: Tuesday~ November 13, 2007
Time: 5:00 PM

Hollywood writers refuse
to offer up punch· lines as
comedy strike continues
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK- "The Colbert
Report" writers turned the other
way. The "Saturday Night Live" folks
said they had no amusing material
to offer. David Letterman's behindthe-scenes jokesters claimed their
funny-generators weren't turned
on.
On the whole, television
comedy writers in the picket line
Monday had no laugh lines to give
The Associated Press as an example
of what America's viewing audiences are missing during the Hollywood
writers' strike.
Most of their commentary
centered on the issue at hand, and it
wasn't very funny, for obvious reasons.
"How many writers does
it take to walk a picket line?" asked
Erik-Anders Nilsson, a Screen Actors Guild member out in the line
to show solidarity. Answer: "All of
them."
David Levinson Wilk, a

31-year-old writer for "Who Wants
to Be a Millionaire, ' referenced
a phrase from the show, saying,
"Union's strong, and that's my final
answer."
But most of the writers
wouldn't offer anything, because
they said it would downplay what
they are trying to accomplish: receiving what they consider fair wages for their work.
"It takes a whole day to
write a page of jokes," said Daniel Dratch, a 37-year-old writer for
the USA Network detective show
"Monk," which incorporates some
comedy.
Bill Scheft, a longtime
monologue writer for Letterman,
said even when Vice President Dick
Cheney shot his friend in a hunting
accident, television comedy writers
wouldn't have come up with jokes
about it if they hadn't been getting
paid.
"I'm not giving anything
away," Scheft said. But then, a little
off-color comedy slipped through
anyway.
"I haven't given it away
since my honeymoon."

informed by the school's chief executive John Samuel in early October
that 15 girls had produced a list of
complaints including the sexual assault of a classmate.
She organized an independent investigation headed by Richard Farley, a Chicago detective who
specializes in child abuse.
She said she flew to South
Africa to speak with the pupils and
encourage them to come forward
with their complaints.
"It was a chance to break
the silence," she said.
"No one, not the accused or
anyone else, can destroy the dream
I have held or that the girls hold.
Their light will not be diminished by
this," she said.

Attention: ALL Faculty, Staff, and Students!!!
FROM
President: Justin Titus and Vice President: Jrunell Fields of PV
Mime Ministry

I

By Hillary Rhodes

said she was "not guilty'' of 13 charges of indecent assault, assault and
criminal injury committed against
six students aged 13-15, and a 23year-old fellow dormitory matron.
Winfrey, who was abused
as a child and campaigned for laws
in the United States to protect children from abusers, said that because
of the high rates of rape and sexual abuse in South Africa, she had
worked to ensure outsiders would
not be able to reach students at the
school.
But "as often is the case,
child abuse, sexual abuse, happens
right within the family, right within
the confi{!es of people you know,"
she said.
Winfrey said she had been

Pay for College and Prep for Success in the Navy

--..-~.

A college education, high-tech training and skills preparation in leadership, prob lem
·
and teamwork are all part of building a successful career. Hard work and

determination don't hurt, either.
As part of its effort to help young people reach their personal and profe~sional goals, the
United States Navy reaches out to communities across the count~ offermg ~~~r~
programs and initiatives. The Navy's ..Perso? In Me" c~paign 1~ one such_ 1111t1at1ve that
taps into the potential inside all young Americans, especially African Americans.

"Per on In Mc" touts the message that a student can pay for college, get hands-on,
relevant work experience and the high-tech training required in toda?''s job marketplace
through the Navy. Programs like the Baccalaureate Degree Completion Program (~DCP)
and the Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps (NROTC)_help pay for ~ollege whtle
allowing participants to be regular students. After graduat:10_n, stud~nts m these programs
have jobs waiting for them as officers in the Navy. And "':'h1le serv~ng. these young
people work in high-tech fields and gain valuable on-the-Job experience.
Tyson Clark is just one example of how joining the Navy can work to a young person:s
advantage. Born in Los Angeles a11d raised by a single mother, Clark's story began with
big dreams and good grades, but no way to pay for college.
Through an NROTC scholarship, Clark attended _Stanfor~ University. While there he
pledged Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity and worked mtemsh1ps at Goldman Sachs and
McKinsey & Co., just like his classmates.
In June of 2001, he graduated with honors and received ~is bachcl_or of science degree in
· dustr·,aI engmeenng.
·
·
He was commissioned an officer m the United St.ates Navy shortly
m
thereafter.
After earn· h' qualifications to become a supervisor of a naval nuclear power plant,
.
mg is
fi
k b
.
his first sea duty assignment started in January of2003 aboard the ast artac su marme
USS Salt Lake City, homeported in San Diego. Calif. He spent ~2 months on the_CTSS
Salt Lake City in a variety of leadership positions. Clark spent his last two years m the
Navy se · gas the Midwest Region Diversity Admissions Counselor for the U.S. Naval
Academ;t~e completed his naval service in August 2007, reaching the rank of
lieutenant.
He's now working on a master's degree in business administration at Harvard, which he
expects to parlay into an investment banking career. He is attending Harvard on a full
scholarship from Morgan Stanley.
A decorated naval officer, college graduate'. ~BA candi<f:ate an~ ~ture financial mogul,
Clark is looking forward to big things for his future, and 1s a shmmg example of how the
United States Navy can prepare a young person for success.

The Panther is a publication supported through advertising and
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Black people, what are your cultural aims:
Situated in the heart of
the black culture, Prairie View
students have an up close and
personal interaction with black
stereotypes, perceptions, and
realities. Prairie View students
don't need BET's College Hill
to get a glimpse of life on a historically
black campus. Prairie
View
students
don't need
to watch
the 10p.m.
news to see
negative
images of
the black
culture.
And again,
Prairie
View students don't need the
sports world to show the black
athlete who remains in trouble
because of drugs, dog fighting,
or rape. Prairie View students
experience the historically black
college firsthand, yet are the stereotypes, perceptions, and even
realities ones that we create for
ourselves?
Let's take for example,
the black student who is a minority at a predominantly white
school and strives to exceed
above the majority white population. This student sets goals to
be "the first black to ... " "the only
black to ... " or "the black with the
highest or the best... " However,
on Prairie View's campus and
probably other HBCUs, why do

some students not strive to be the
best or the only "academically" or
"professionally," but the best materialistically. Most students must
have the latest fashions, the hottest
brands, and the most unique style.
Furthermore, if you aren't the student who everyone else is eyeing for

gain knowledge. But, on Prairie
View's campus, someone who
studies on the grass is weird.
Someone who goes to the library with books cannot study
because of the loud ringtones
and obnoxious conversations.
And the student who attends
class or extra
workshops
must receive
extra credit.
SO,
do we as
Prairie View
students set
lower standards
for
ourselves,
in tum leaving us ill
prepared for
the
workplace? Obtaining a degree from
an HBCU does not make you
less marketable or less prepared than the next person, but
the goals you set and strive for
make a difference. You are not
an outcast if you have an intellectual conversation that does
not revolve around entertainment, music, sex, or drugs. It's
OK to be open-minded and accept differences. There's absolutely nothing wrong with setting a goal and working until
you reach it instead of quitting
because the going got a little
tough. Argue your limitations
for they are surely yours. As a
culture, we must begin to better ourselves, eliminating the
"yous" and "Is" for an us.

VIEWPOINTS &
FEATURES
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By Whitney Harris
Panther Staff

Do you think renovations for
Blackshear Field are overdue:

"Yea, it's long over due. We
should have renovated it. Take
a closer look at homecoming; everyone was standing up-young
and old."

"So, do we as Prairie View stu-

dents set lower standards for
ourselves, in turn leaving us ill
preparedfor the workplace?"

these material possessions, you insist on shooting them down instead
oflifting them up.
Again the black student
at a predominantly white school
endeavors to gain respect through
achievements, awards, and leadership positions. Yet, on Prairie View's
campus, some students attempt to
gain respect through Greek organizations, the loudest car system, the
shiniest rims, lowest sagging pants,
and the smallest shorts ever made.
So, when the music videos portray
these same aspects, why is the black
culture upset?
One last time, the black
student at a predominantly white
school lies in the grass and studies,
goes to the library to actually study,
or attends class and or workshops to

Dedrick Taylor
Junior
Construction Science

"I think they are long overdue
considering I'm an athlete. The
athletic facilities are in bad
shape."

Andre' Hilton
Senior
Architecture

S<}.A.speai§lnlt

"Yes, we need more bleachers;
we only have one side. The
predominantly Anglo schools all
have spacious stadiums. Why
can't we?"

"Students now, alumni forever"

Andre Evans
SGA President
Years have passed, yet
the diploma hangs perfectly
centered behind my chair and
the graduation ring sits proudly
atop my finger... constant reminders of the formative years
I spent as an undergraduate.
For the record, I did not attend
Prairie View A & M University
but I did attend an HBCU that
provided me with a hefty dose

of the black experience and more
importantly, a better understanding of the giving-back concept.
Ordinarily, one would consider
these lessons to be indicative of an
HBCU education, but my epiphany
occurred during a freshman-week
session called "students now, alumni forever."
Alumni, as defined by
Webster are graduates,fonner students or old pupils. My college said,
"Anyone can matriculate through
college, earn a degree, and become
a graduate but our alumni do that
and so much more. They are individuals who completely embrace
the uniqueness and importance of
an HBCU education by beginning
their support now and continuing
it forever. Which kind do you want
tobe?
It doesn't take a lot to make
a dif.ference: if half of the PVAMU
student body (or approximately
4000 students) were to contribute
a one time gift of $25 (that's $2.78
a month per 9 months) we would
raise $100,000 that could be used
in various student related areas.
This was an article

written by Nelson Bowman,

an alumnus of Morehouse
College.
I republished this article because I am still an undergraduate and I cannot fully
explain to you the invigorating
experience received from giving
back to your alma mater, so I
gave you a testimony from someone who could.
True, I am attempting
to foster within the students an
altruistic spirit, but I would never
limit that to monetary donations.
When you reach the point of selfactualization you will realize that
you have so much to offer other
than money. Your support, love,
and even presence can be a contribution.
If you are truly interested in becoming a member of the
National Alumni Association or
plan to give back to your university then I would implore you to
start by joining the Pre-Alumni
Association which meets every
Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the Elmer
E. O'Banion Science Building
Rm.Al.04.

Lorell Williains
Sophomore
Education

"Yea, it's raggedy. People don't
have enough room to sit down.
I've seen high school stadiums
bigger than that."

Jasmine Rogers
Freshman
Mass Communications
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The sweet life, the sweet stuff: only in Jesus Christ
When I was a child I enjoyed trick or treating. It was fun.
How much sweet stuff, that is candy,
I got determined the success of the
night's venture. Getting my hands
on the sweet stuff-that's what the
night was all about. Now that I'm no
longer a child, I still like getting my
hands on the sweet stuff.
In times past, I specialized
in catching as much candy as possible for my children, Crystal and
Clarence Jr. and sometimes for the
Madame. How much sweet stuff I
got determined, for me, the success
of the parade. Those were the days.
As many of you know, the
children are bigger now and they can
look out for themselves. I still, however, like the thrill of catching and
hustling for candy.
.
The sweet tooth I have Just
won't let me stop. No! I didn't go
trick or treating on Halloween but
my heart did travel down memory
lane.

Why? Because I still like
the sweet stuff. To tell you the truth,
my appetite through the years has
grown insatiably for sweets. Not so
much the sweet things of the world,
but the sweet things of the Lord.
Like the Snickers, the lollipops, and bubble gum I once cherished now I am able to say like David: "How sweet are thy words unto
my taste. Yea, sweeter than honey to
my mouth!" (Psalm 119:103).
Through the years David
developed a_ relationship with ~d:
a relationship that grew from childhood to adulthood. David had experienced God as he kept watch over
and protected his father's sheep. He
had experienced God as he stood before the mighty Goliath and brought
him down with one smooth stone
and sling. He experienced the mercies of God when he fell into sin by
committing adulterywith Bathsheba
and having her husband killed.
Through the good times

and the bad, the word of God always
left the right taste in David's mouth.
And because of his experiences, David could say to others
whom he wanted to share his experiences, "O taste and see that the Lord
is good" (Psalm 34:sa).
Just as the physical palate
desires the sweet things, the soul
has its desire and palate. And as one
writer has said "It is a good thing
when the soul h~ a real relish for the
things of God." Tasting and seeing
that the Lord is good is trulr p. ~rsonal thing that one must delight
in" for his or he 5elf. David did; I do
as well.
r
I cant 11 you about my fargone days of tri~ or treating, I can
also tell you ab ut me jostling for
O
candy at the Ji ecoming parades,
0
but those are ~ experiences. To
truly experien mthem for yourself,
you must dete~ne to get involved.
No one can "tast • (experience) God
for you. A person~ decision has to be

made to taste the sweetness of the
Lord.
In Psalm 1 we have a pieture of a man who did just that.
His taste for the things of God is
described as "delight." That which
we delight in are the things that we
tend to consume the most.
Listen to what is said of
this man: "But his delight is in the
law of the Lord, and on his law he
meditates day and night. He is like a
tree planted bythestreamsofwater,
which yields its fruits in season and
whose leaf does not wither. Whatever he does prospers" (vv. 2-3 NIV).
First, this man had a love
for the Word of God. He delighted
in it. This says to me that the sweetness of God's Word cannot be experienced if there is no love for the
Lord.
Second, the Word has to
become a part of you in order for the
sweetness to be fully experienced.
Thus the blessed man spent time in

the Word. He dedicated him lf
meditating on it both day ands~ hto
Third, by loving th ~ ~
0
and spending time in the W, erd ~
O
blessed man reaped the sw t t e
efits. He had a productive 1 e°a
whatever he set his heart t d e an
0 0
pered.
prosToday, many peo I d .
the sweet life, the sweet s~;. ~Sire
things that essentially
~se
worth living. But few peo ~ e bfe
1
Word of God, spend
e ove~he
the Word, or even living ~e~dymg
God that they may reap 1"ts be ord of
True sweetness • . nefits.
in trick or treating or ~snot found
tivity where sweets abo/d0ther a:from me, a connoisseu n Take it
true sweetness can be f; 0 d swee~,
Jesus Christ. Delight inu~. only m
and you will surely find ~s Word
stuff.
e sweet

1~ri

b
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--Dr. Clarence Talley, Sr.
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Lady Panthers earn number

one seed in SWAC tourney

Preseason 101: women's basketball
By DedtriC )lay

Panther Staff

By Evan White, The Panther

Keep the ball movin': Shannon Harrison tries to keep it up.
By Sean Mitchell

Panther Staff
After the Grambling State
loss, the Lady Panthers hit the road
Oct. 31 to Lake Charles, La. to battle
the McNeese State Cowgirls. As the
Panthers fought hard, they lost in
three straight sets, 22-30, 27-30, and
22-30. Michelle Paul had 20 digs,
and Erin Fondel had nine.
The very next day, the Ladies battled SWAC rival Southern in
Baton Rouge, La. for their last conference game before the tournament.
The Panthers had a bit of a challenege, but soon took down Southern
in four gam , 30-24, 30-25, 28-30,
and 30-27. Tamika Newman had 26
kills, as Ashely Campbell and TaCho
Richard both had 14. Shannon Harrison had 23 digs, Erin Fondel had
10, TaCho Richard and Vianney Perez both had eight.
With that win, the Lady
Panthers concluded their season in
first place in the SWAC's Western
division. The Lady Panthers have defeated their Western Division SWAC
opponents 38-8, and will look to
extend the streak during the SWAC
tournament.
Prairie View's women's vol-

leyball team fell to McNeese State in
four hard fought sets of 30-23, 3032, 30-14, and 34-32 at the William
J. Nicks Fieldhouse Tuesday night.
The teams played a tight
first game until the Cowgirls used a
5-0 run to turn a 24-21 lead into a
29-21 lead and won the first set with
another point following two points
by the Lady Panthers.
McNeese jumped out to an
18-11 lead in the second game when
the Lady Panthers rallied with a 10-3
run to tiethegameat21-21. The Lady
Panthers held a 29-26 lead when the
Cowgirls scored four straight points
to take a 30-29 lead, one point away
from winning the game only to see
Prairie View score the final three
points to take the game.
After hammering the Lady
Panthers in the third game by 16
points, the teams played a back and
fourth game until the end, as the
teams tied 16 times and traded leads
six times in the final set. The Panthers avoided and allowed match
points on six different occasions before McNeese finally won 34-32.
Prairie View senior Tamika
Newman led all players with 20 kills
and added seven digs while senior
Shannon Harrison led the team with
24 digs.

The Lady Panthers of
Prairie View A&M University have
found themselves making history
once again before their season has
even started.
TheY are picked to win
the Southwest Athletic Conference (SWAC), over the nine other
teams in the conference.
The selection was done
by a poll conducted by the conference office and votes were
received froJll the league's head
coaches and sports information
directors.
The Lady Panthers, who
finished with a 14-4 record in the
SWAC last season, edged out last
year's SWAC runner-up Jackson
State, receiving 1~ first place votes
while the Lady Tigers of Jackson
State received one.
The Jackson State Lady
Tigers finished last year with the
best record in the conference at
22-10, but finished second in the
SWAC tournament.
Defending the SWAC title, something the Lady Panthers
here never bad to do, will prove
to be difficult starting early in the
season.
They will play a 29 game
schedule during the 2007-2008
season, taking on teams from
powerhouse conferences from the
SEC, BIG 12, Conference USA,

Sports Editor
The UCFL Super Bowl
once again brought anoth~r _heated
match up, which ended bmldm~s 35
and 48 becoming UCFL champions.
The first game of the day
was between buildings 37 and 35.
Marking the first points of the game
was building 35's Artavia Woods
who returned the opening kickoff
for a touchdown, which brought the
score to 7_0 _The next score for 35

was during the second quarter as
the running back left the defenders
of 37 in the dust, as she brought the
score to 13-0, 35 didn't convert the
extra point. 37 refused to give up as
Nancy Buckner returned the second
half opening kickoff for six, making it anyone's game. While in the
third quarter, the running back for
35 once again broke for a run that
sealed the win, and the championship for building 35, the final score
of the game was 19-6. At the end of
the game, LCC of 35 Leona Aaron
quoted Courtney Semien, saying

PAC-10, and the ACC. The team
had a first round exit from the
NCAA tournament last year to
ACC foe University of North Carolina.
Prairie View will be facing five of their 11 non-conference
opponents for the first time in
team history. The Lady Panthers
tip off the season in the Basketball Travelers Tip Off Tourney
against St. Mary's College of California, then play Howard the next
day and end with Baylor the following day.
Helping to make the season a little easier are preseason
honorees Shavonne Smith and
Gatti Werema. Both Smith and
Werema were selected to the
SWAC's Preseason First Team.
Werema was also selected as the
SWAC's Preseason Player of the
Year.
Gatti, who is a 6 ft. guard
from Florida, is only a sophomore and was named the 20062007 Freshman of the Year. Last
season, she was the definition
of a "true freshman". She led
Prairie View in points per game
(14.5) and was first in SWAC in
rebounds per game (9.9). She
also shot a team high of 72 percent from the free throw line and
ranked number one on the team
in blocks per game.
Smith, a senior guard
from California, is one of the Panthers' leaders when on the court.
Smith, who is in her last season

as a Lady Panther, finished last
year second in scoring right behind Werema with 13.9 points
per game and also averaged 3.2
rebounds per game as a 5 ft. 7
in. guard. Smith knows all about
stepping up her game as she did a
lot last season in big games.
The Lady Panthers are
returning four of their five starters from last season and are returning 10 lettermen. Candice
Thomas, sophomore shooting
guard, who was last year's SWAC
tournament MVP, is also a returning starter who played a key role
in the Panthers' first ever SWAC
title. She averaged 11.2 points per
game while leading the team in
steals with 57. She said "this year
the team has matured, we know
what it takes to get where we want
to be, and we are also more prepared."
During the off-season,
the Panthers brought in freshmen
Trinity Robinson, Whitney Ligons, and Dominique Smith, who
both sat out last season. Former
classmates of Werema, Smith,
and Robinson will add a more offensive attack to the Lady Panther
explosive offense.
Fans can begin to cheer
on their champs in early January.
The Lady Panthers start clawing
their way through SWAC opponents with two home games beginning on Jan. 5 against Southern University and later taking on
Alcorn State University.

Preseason 101: men's basketball
By Dontae McCray

Panther Staff
The 2007-2008 basketball season is approaching and
recently the Panthers men's head
basketball coach Byron Rimm said
what he expects from the team this
season.
Rimm mentioned that
two of the problem areas from last
year were free throw shooting and
rebounding.
He added that they were
at the bottom half of the nation
in percentage with 56 percent
and were in the bottom ha1f in rebounding. To combat the problem
they added size for rebounding
and shooters. By doing this, Rimm
believes the guards will throw the
ball inside and the post players will
be able to kick the ball back out for
open shots and the added size will

Buildings 35 & 48 UCFL champions
By Richard White

SPORTS
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"Everything I touch turns to gold."
The match between buildings 46 vs. 48 was a game that came
down to the last play. 48 drew first
blood with a touchdown pass from
Blake Martin to Brandon Murphy,
which brought the game to 6-o in
the first quarter. In the second quarter, 46 evened up the score with a
touchdown pass from Adrian Blackmon to Terry Frame. In the last play
of the first half, Blackmon of 46
threw another touchdown pass and
connected with Ke'Anthony Kennard. This play was the most controversial of the season, as it was ruled
out of bounds at first, but was ruled
a touchdown after a referee review.
This play put 46 up 13-6 at the end
of the first half.
As emotions and frustration ran high for both teams, there
was still another half of football to
play. The Martin and Delvon Williams touchdown connection helped
up the score to 13-12 in the favor
of 48. 46 would soon answer with
a Blackmon goal line touchdown
run, but would miss the conversion,
bringing the score to 13-18. In the
last few minutes of the fourth, Williams ran in for the touchdown,
clinching the championship for 48.
Building 46 would have some last
minute Hail Marys, but did not
find the end zone. The final score
of the men's game was 19-18, with
48 claiming 'Victory. Commissioner
of the league, and LCC of 38 said,
"The season went very well, I'm glad
to see that it's completed, a big congratulations to building 48 and 35
who put forth a long hard season,
and coming out victorious in the
championship."

help with the rebounding.
Rimm said that the key
players this season will be 6'5"
guard Brian Ezeh, who was a second team all conference player
from last season. He expects him
to improve this season. He hopes
that point guard Derek Johnson,
who was sixth in the nation in
steals last year, can improve on
that performance as well. And
6'8", 300 pound post player Terrance Moore, a junior from New
York, New York, will bring much
needed size to the team.
When asked how he felt
the Panthers would do in conference play, Rimm answered that he
plans to finish first. Rimm believes
that the Panthers will be a team to
be reckoned with. Rimm knows
his team will be tough because
they will be in the best shape and
the hardest working of any team
in the conference.

Rimm said the student
body and everyone who comes to
the Panthers' games will see hard
played basketball with players diving for loose balls. Rimm said that
the team is trying to find out what
style they want to play. But he said
you can expect lots of threes if the
opportunities are there and for
the Panthers to really crash the
boards.
When comparing last season to now, senior small forward
Jonathan Dixon said "We have a
big size difference this year. Everyone is very skilled in a different
aspect of the game, and it's up to
us as a team to put the pieces together."
The Panthers' season
opener is Nov. ·10 against the
Oklahoma State Cowboys and
their first home game is Nov. 20
at 7 p.m. against Jarvis Christian
College.

Football drops to 5--3
Down 14-6 with 3:26 to
go
before
halftime, the Panthers
Panther Staff
battled
back
again as they drove
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
65 yards in 10 plays to cut the lead
The Panthers football team to 14-12 on a one yard dive by Ben
lost a tough game to Arkansas Pine- Boyd. After the Golden Lions
Bluff 21-19 Saturday before 15,200 extended their lead to 21-12 in the
fans at Golden Lion Stadium in Pine third period, the Panthers used another long drive to bridge some of
Bluff, Ark.
Prairie View dominated the gap, this time a 10 play 57 yard
the game statistically, outgain- drive capped by a two yard Calvin
ing Arkansas-Pine Bluff on offense Harris dive to make the score 21-19
430-190 and gaining 26 first downs with 9:41 remaining in the game.
The Panthers could creep
to Pine Bluffs seven, but costly
turnovers and special teams play back no further however, and sufallowed the Lions to hang onto a fered their worst loss of the year to
date.
slight advantage the entire game.
Prairie
View
runThe loss
ning
back
dropped
Donald
the PanBabers
led
thers to 5all
rushes
3 and 4-3
#1 Scoring Defense
with
55
in SWAC
yards on
#1 Punting
play while
16 carries
the Gold#1
Red
Zone
Defense
while Calen Lions
vin Harris
improved
#1 4th-Dn Conversions
added
41
to 2-6 in
#2 Pass Defense
yards on
the con10 carries,
ference
including
and 2-7
a
touchoverall.
down.
The Llons wasted no time scoring as PVAMU quarterback Mark Spivey
Austin Trey took the opening kick- had a big day, as he went 24-33 for
off back 88 yards to put the UAPB 261 yards with no touchdowns and
up 7-0 with 14:47 remaining in the two interceptions.
The Panthers next game
first quarter. Later in the first quarwill
be
Saturday
at 1 p.m. against
ter, the Panthers answered when
Jackson
State.
Their last home
running back Chris Gibson scored a
game
before
closing
its season will
touchdown on a 15 yard run. The exbe
against
Alabama
A&M
on Saturtra point was blocked and the Panday,
Nov.
17.
thers trailed 7-6.
By Sean Mitchell
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By Dr. Louis Anderson
Panther Contributor

Although we assume that happiness
is tied to our cultural values there
are some surprising exceptions;
particularly, when we examine the
Western value of accumulating
wealth.

Psychologists
have
completed a fair amount
of research on the topic of
happiness. Some results of
our research may surprise you.
What we know is that happiness
is an elusive emotional state. To
a large degree, one's happiness
is dependent on social, cultural,
and individual psychological
factors. What is defined as
happiness in one culture or
society may not be defined as
happiness in another.

We would think that money
and fame would bring us happiness
but that is not the case. The quest to
accumulate wealth orto have money
does not necessarily bring happiness.
The fact of the matter is that the
quest for money is illusory. Once
you have enough money to provide
for your basic needs, money does
not improve your state of happiness.
This finding may explain why some
who have limited resources and
live imply (admittedly a very value
laden statement) are happy.

Many scholars divide
the world's cultures into two
broad groupings. These two
broad cultural groupings, one
Eastern the other Western,
are believed to differ in values
that are common among its
citizens.
For the most part,
Eastern cultures or Eastern
leaning cultures, tend to value,
spirituality, a communal way of
life, the experience of elders, and
our immediate in- the- moment
experiences.
In Western
cultures, like the United States
of America, money, material
wealth, the future, youthfulness,
achievement, and scientific
explanations
are
valued.

What then are the factors
which lead to happiness? Research
by psychologists has determined
that there are five basic ingredients
for happiness. Let me explain.

Kindness.
Psychologists
have determined that people who
are happy tend to be kind. They
engage in ac,1:s of kindness but do not
expect rewards in return for their
kindness.
Social support.
Happy
people have a strong support system
of friends. Their networks offriends
are very heterogeneous. Diversity
among friends is beneficial. Diverse
networks of friends provide multiple

sources of feedback and
options. Networks of friends
provide opportunity to ~alk
and to be heard. We believe
that women live longer than
men because of their self
disclosures and their tendency
to develop social networks.
Joy. Happy people
are happy. They smile and
work on being happy. They
can laugh at themselves. Then
too, they have the ability to
laugh at the drudgery of the
human condition. Further,
happy people are successful
but successful people are not
necessarily happy. It seems
that happiness drive success
not the reverse.

Hobbies. Happiness
is associated with engaging in
creative pursuits and projects.

Counting
your
blessings.
Psychologists
have discovered that people
who count their blessings are
happier than those who do
not. In fact in experiments,
psychologists have increased
the participants' level of
happiness simply by ha,ing
them count their bles ings
each day for a week?
For n . ;t week I will

uncover the s
s of misery
the converse of happiness.
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Bulletproof live at PV

By David Butler
L/H and A/E Editor

. It's time to open the
curtain. The Classic Dance Ensemble
is preparing for their bi-annual
production, and director Danyale
Taylor has her eye on the prize for a
superb show.
Mocha Nights, a night of
dance, poetry, and fun, will have
the audience fixed in a ball of lyrical
movement. Monday night's practice
was filled with a full run through of
the show, and brushed up technique.
The ensemble swayed and jerked
their bodies to a full Monty of
timid songs and short lyrical
masterpieces. The thing that makes
this show different from many is the
incorporation of spoken word with
their eight counts.

Senior mathematics major, entertaining a willing crowd while
Jenna Moore, said, "I feel practice embodying the words and passion
could've went better because we of some superb poets.
Taylor even went through
know what we are capable of, but
dancing to spoken word is fun. the fire to find PVs Productive Poets
It gives you the freedom to move to help her in the how. Popular
poets Nine, OutSP0KEN, and other
however you feel."
A few snaps arid bobbing poet members respec~ively stopped
heads will be joined with dilated in the dance studio while the
pupils as the dancers leap across the ensemble practiced. They watched
stage. The auditorium will be filled and observed the dancers moves as
with a love jones aura... The love for they sought inspiration. They wrote
these art forms. Even though spoken lyrics to the pieces they witnessed,
word has been around forever, it and a family of poetry and dance
seems as if this poetry thing is a new was born.
"You have to utilize the
trend.
"Everyone is into spoken talent that is on this campus. There
word. The people are just catching is a lot of it and I wish there was
on to it, and they are realizing it is more," said Taylor when she spoke
one thing to see someone speak, but of the poets she added to the show.
Next Friday, Nov. 16,
to see the movements and dance
is another," Taylor said of their the auditorium will be filled with
attentive eyes and ears as the Classic
production.
The company of about Dance Ensemble display their
twelve is focused for the task of newest masterpiece.

By David Butler, The Panther

Leaping for joy: Alana Taylor, a member of CDE runs through her warm up routine at
practice. The troupe will be prepared to perform Friday, Nov. 16, in the MSC auditorium.
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The Answers
Weekly Update for Freshmen
THE MAJORS FAIR ROCKED!!
769 STUDENTS, 106 STAFF AND
FACULTY AND 416 HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS PARTICIPATED

By Titus Burks, The Panther

Humpday has never been
blessed with a performance by an
up and coming superstar until this
past Wednesday. "It was really
nice to hear a near artist and the
performance was beasty, it's great to
see more Louisiana artist hitting the
music scene," said an avid humpday
attendee.
Five
Entertainment
/Rap-A-Lot Records recording
artist Bulletproof aka Teflon drove
six hours from Shreveport, La. to
entertain the students of Prairie
View A&M University.
Bulletproof performed his
debut single "Hot Topic" produced
by Phunk Dawg, the same beatsmith
who produced the #1 hit single of
the summer "Ay Bay Bay".
Bulletproof grew up in a
household where his family was very
supportive of his dream of becoming
a hip-hop superstar. Although
Bulletproofs father is a Preacher,
he still supports his son's dream.
Bulletproof has been working
hard in Shreveport's underground
music scene for many years. He
built his name from winning many
notable freestyle competitions in
Shreveport.
He was first sought after
by local powerhouse label Five
Entertainment, which then led to
a joint venture with Rap-A-Lot
Records. Bulletproof was given his
name by his late cousin who inspired
him to perfect his writing skills.
Bulletproofs' steady work ethic

eventually led to his record deal with
Rap-A-Lot Records, one of the most
notable record labels in Texas.
Bulletproofs album is
projected to be released in 2008. It
covers many topics including politics
and dealing with the everyday ups
and downs of the music industry.
When asked about how he describes
his style Bulletproof said, "My style
is real, raw and uncut."
He
already
has
collaborations lined up with
Hurricane Chris and many of bis
Rap-A-Lot label-mates. Unlike many
artists, Bulletproof doesn't rely on
petty disputes with other artists
in order to sell records. Instead be
prefers to collaborate with many
artists because collaborations bring
out his true creativity.
Before his album drops,
fans can check out Bulletproofs'
mixtapes with GO DJ's Jack Frost
and J-Boss. The mixtapes include
exclusive freestyles and snippets
from Bulletproofs' upcoming album.
With the sales of albums constantly
decreasing Bulletproof, has no doubt
that his new label will take the proper
precautions to ensure that his album
is not leaked to the internet. Rap-ALot Records has established a team
of individuals who work to prevent
the illegal sale of all Rap-A-Lot
Records releases.
With a legendary record
label in his corner and a positive
outlook on his career Bulletproof
will definitely fulfill his dream of
obtaining high record sales and
many prestigious musical awards.
For more information
on Bulletproof and his upcoming
releases go to www.myspace.com/
teflon5ent or www.rapalotrecords.
com.
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17
DAYS
UNTIL
FINALS

You mu t have bad a grade of 'C' (OR' ') or better in your developmental class (es) at mid-term to be
able to pre-regi~ter for spring 2008.
Check out the following URL: http://c1lcnd11r.•pvarnu.edu/ for information about our Quick THEA
testing schedule or call 936-26J-3610.

A UC 'SHOUT OUT' to PV Alumna and former UC resident Ms. Nicole Milton
who spoke to UC students regarding goal setting, time management and graduate
school. Ms. Milton is pursuing a PhD in Genetics at Michigan State University

BLGS #39, #40, and# 47 hosted a Real Talk Seminar: " Boppers; a Look Into What
is Expected of the PV Woman." An upperclass perspective was provided by the

zetas, igmas, Kappas, Alpha Phi Omegas and ACCESS who presented a panel
discussion on male and female stereotypes

Faculty Fellow, LTC Carol Strong presented an outstanding seminar on •'Surviving
in College" to 66 young lad ies of BWG #37. AROTC cadets performed a skit
displaying bow student academic performance can fall because of missing class, not
studying and partying too much!

1. Who is the guy in Phase 2 making sure his friends are close and
his enemies closer? 2. Is he trying to be a "Prairie View Gangster"? 3.
Does he know, King Kong ain't got nothing on him? 4. Who rushes to
read The Panther every week just to see who's in the gossip square?
5. Are they too vain to know what the gossip square is? 6. Who jinxed
the football team? 7. Who is that girl at hump day with her real life
Halloween person mask? 8. Who was caught goin' live in Pine Island?
9. Has their home field changed from the UC? 10. Why are people still
throwing temper tantrums over financial aid? 11. Shouldn't you get
the picture already? 12. If we need something on campus, should we
pay for it with pennies? 13. Who was the boy with the Looney Tunes
underwear, doing the chopper style to "Do the Muscle" at the block
party? 14. Did he really shake it fast? 15. If Judge Charleston got a
Myspace page, would you save him as a friend? 16. Better yet, who has
saved our friendly PV staff on Facebook? 17. Are some hooded young
men becoming less discreet because they are close to the home stretch?
18. Anyone still having trouble defining that word? 19. Isn't being
discreet supposed to be the first thing you learn? 20. What do you
think?

This is for entertainment only. The questions submitted are not the _views of The Panther.
Want to tell us what you think? Please bring your co mments and qu~tio~s to Rm. 219 MSC or
e-mail us at panther@pvamu.edu. Questions are printed at the d1scret1on of The Panther.
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This Wccl, On The Hill
Thursday, Nov. 8

Friday, Nov. 9

SaJurday,No~JO

Su11day, Nov. 11

Monday, Nov. 12

Tuesday, No..,, 13

Classic Dance Ensemble
Auditions, Dance Studio

Student Activities-MSC
BET Black College Tour,

Recruitment-MSC] 11
Senior Day on the Hill,
MSC Auditorium Rm. I I I
& Ballroom

. All-faiths Chapel
Worship Experience
10:()()-11:30

Music & Drama
Lend Me A Tonor
Production, Recital Hall

Sigma Gamma Rho
Fund.raiser, MSC Outside

Sigma Gamma Rho
Founder's Day Program,
Chapel

Sigma Gamma Rho
Fundraiser, MSC Outside

Men's Leadership Council
Ask Jt Basket, MSC
Lounge Rm. 2l8

Health
Fitness Extravaganza on
the Hill, Gym

Business Seminar: New
Science Rm. A 103

Phi Beta Sigma
~~cational Session, Delco
Rm. 240

Kamation Kourt
Seminar: Are You A
Victim? Crime on Campus,
New Science Rm. 10 I

. Psychology Club
Psychological Movie
Night, University College
Auditorium

Phi Beta Sigma ·
Critical Post Test II, Delco
Rm. 240
Frederick Douglas Institute
Meeting, New Science
Bldg. Rm. Al04

Student Center, Outside of
MSC & Alumni Field
Student Activities-MSC I 11
Lecture Presentation with
Tavis Smiley, MSC Auditorium and Ballroom
SGA

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Seminar: Think You Know
But You Have No Idea,
New Science Rm. A 101
History Club
Panel Discussion: Omages
Women Portray Jn the Media, New Science Rm . I03

Football Grune Pep Rally,
Dome

Burnes! Carter
75th Birthday Celebration,
Ballroom
Recreational Sports
Hoops for Food Social,
Gym

CAB

Movie Night, Ballroom
SectionA&B
Health
Fitness Ex.travaganza on
the Hill, Gym

PVMime

Wednesday, No .... 14

Human Resources
Annual HeaJth & Wellness
Fair, MSC Ballroom
CAB
Hump Day, Alumni Field

